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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of edutainment on the Higher Order Thinking Skills in Year Five students. This study utilises quasi-experimental design using pre and post-tests. The development of edutainment module is based on the ADDIE model. The samples comprised of 33 treatment group students and 33 control group students who were randomly selected. The instruments used are pre-test and post-test. Based on the findings of the independent sample t-test for higher order thinking skills applying, analyzing, evaluating and synthesizing, showed significant differences [t (64), p <.05) between the post-test scores of treatment and control groups i.e. all levels showing p = 0.00. In conclusion, this study has found that learning by entertaining students was effective in raising the students' level of thinking skills. The implication of the study showed that edutainment learning can be used by primary school science teachers to improve higher order thinking skill in students.
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Introduction
In shaping an intellectual, competitive and skillful generation of the future, the mastery of science subject is very important. Hence, science teaching should be seen as not only to pass examinations alone, but also for the appreciation and practice of what is learned. Teachers should be smart and creative in selecting and designing appropriate teaching and learning methods as well as attracting students to follow.

Therefore, the chosen teaching method should take into account the inclination and ability of students based on age and thinking ability. A good teaching method will help students to follow their lesson as well as to acquire knowledge, skills and inculcate deep interest in the students. Teaching methods need to be diversified and adapted according to the topic and theme selected so as to attract the attention of students and to have the maximum impact on the teaching and learning they received (Jamir, Halim, & A’dawiyah, 2012; Khalid, Pahi, & Ahmed, 2016).
Problem Statement
Ineffective teaching and learning activities of science subjects at primary school level can affect students' interest and understanding when they pursue secondary school. The phenomenon of memorizing facts, for example, has been detected for a long time in students (Grove & Lowery, 2012; Madrid, Ahmed, & Kumar, 2019). This situation causes many students to only grasp the basic concepts of science but fail to manipulate objects for problem solving even though these concepts have been studied.

Research Objective
The purpose of the study was to examine the effects of edutainment learning using higher order thinking questions in Year Five pupils.

Research Question
This study focuses on the following questions:
1. Is the edutainment learning module effective on the students' higher order thinking skills through the ability to answer the following questions:
   (a) Apply
   (b) Analyze
   (c) Assess
   (d) Synthesis

Literature Overview
Cognitive Learning Theory
Bruner (1960) argues that naturally one learns by discovering the relationship between the various stimuli found in the environment. This statement is supported by Piaget (1971) that students organize various changes into their schemes during learning through the process of adaptation to the environment. He also pointed out that learning is a specific process determined and stimulated by the environment either inside or outside of the classroom. The development is described as a general process that occurs spontaneously as a result of physical and social interactions and various mental functions.

Vygotsky (1978) explains that student cognitive development is a fundamental transformation which is biologically setting up to the highest psychology. He suggested the concept of the development zone near the zone of proximal development (ZPD) i.e. the space between the student's existing knowledge or skills and his potential level.

Hence, the actual learning involves the acquisition of knowledge. These views usually will implicate on how to teach and communicate information to students as well as evaluating and testing how many students are able to remember what they have learned (Mayer, 2002). According to Mayer, meaningful learning occurs when students build the knowledge and cognitive processes needed to solve a problem. Problem solving involves individuals forming a way to achieve goals that have never been achieved before and seeking ways to achieve them.
ADDIE Model
The ADDIE model stands for Analysis, Design, Development or Production, Implementation or Delivery and Evaluations. The ADDIE model was developed by Dick and Carry (1996) to help design a learning system. Here is an example of activities at each stage of the development of a model or learning method, namely:

**Analyze**
At this point, the main activity is to analyze the need for a new model development or learning method and studying the qualifications and conditions of the development of a new model or learning method. Development of new learning methods begins when problems arise in the present model or learning methods. Problems occur because the existing model or learning method is irrelevant to the target needs, learning environment, technology, student characteristics, and so on. After analyzing the need for a new model development or new learning methods, researchers also need to analyze the feasibility and conditions of this development. Analyzing process is done by answering the following questions:

(1) What new model or method can overcome the present problem of learning?
(2) What new model or method has the support of the facility to be applied?
(3) Whether the teacher is able to apply the new learning model or method?

In this phase, problems like is the design of a model or method excellent or restrictions such as unavailable tools and money constraints for teachers to afford can be avoided. An analysis of new learning methods needs to be done to determine if the learning method can be applied.

**Design**
Designing a model or learning method has similarities with designing teaching and learning activities. This activity is a systematic process that begins with setting goals, designing scenarios or learning activities, planning learning levels and providing teaching aids. This model design or learning method is still conceptual and will be the basis of the next development process.

**Development**
Development in the ADDIE model is the realization of the product design. In this phase, the conceptual framework of the application of a new model or method of learning is organized. In the development stage, the conceptual framework is turned into a product that is ready to be implemented. For example, in the design stage, the use of a new model or method is still conceptually designed. Then, in the development phase, learning device with the new model or method will be created or completed, for example in lesson plans and the provision of teaching aids.
**Implementation**

In this phase, plans and methods that have been developed will be implemented in real life situations i.e. in the classroom. During this process, the design of the model or method developed will be applied to the actual situation. The learning process is delivered according to the new model or method developed. After applying the methodology, preliminary assessment to provide feedbacks on the implementation of the next model or method will be carried out.

**Evaluation**

Evaluation is done in two forms i.e. formative and summative evaluation. Formative assessment is performed at the end of each learning session (weekly) while summative evaluation is done after the whole event ends (13 weeks). Summative assessment measures the final competence of the subject or learning objective to be achieved. Evaluation results are used to provide feedbacks to researchers. If the new model or method has not achieved the competence required, revisions are made in accordance to the results of the assessment or requirements.

**Research Methodology**

**Respondents**

The population of the study consisted of a total of 210 Year Five students of a primary school in Negeri Sembilan. To get maximum results, a study should cover the entire individual involved. However, this study could not meet that criteria. Therefore, the researcher has selected 66 samples which can represent the samples studied. These students have already sat their Lower School Self-Assessment (PKSR) for the final semester of the 2015 session. Their test results will be analyzed to select 66 samples based on their achievement. The types of questions assessed in the examination are based on the Primary School Achievement Test (UPSR) format issued by the Ministry of Education Malaysia. To carry out this study, the researcher has divided the selected sample into two groups, namely 33 students for the treatment group and 33 students for the control group.

**Instrument**

Pre and Post-Test

Pre-test containing six subjective tests were given to students before the teaching and learning process is carried out. This is to evaluate the existing knowledge of the students in the items of higher order thinking skills. The questionnaire provided by the researcher was reviewed by some field experts to ensure the validity of the content and the relevance of the questions. This technique has been used by (Zakiah et al., 2013) to validate in terms of content. Researcher then reviewed and recorded the pre-test results.

Post-test was conducted at the end of the thirteenth week and researcher also reviewed and recorded the post-test results. The pre and post-test questions built by researcher are equivalent and based on the Test Specification Table (JSU) where the questions were different but of equivalent standard. Pre and post-test questions are based on the 6 levels of Bloom's Taxonomy.
Data Collection
This study was conducted at a primary school in Senawang, Negeri Sembilan district. Before proceeding with the intentions and data collection, research proposals were submitted and approved by the Education Planing and Research Department (EPRD), Ministry of Education Malaysia.

Division of the treatment and control groups were performed by the school administrators based on the mid-year examination results for science subject according to the grades shown in Table 1.0.

Table 1.0:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score Range</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80 – 100</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 – 79</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 – 64</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 – 49</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 39</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Grade Achievement of the School Examination Analysis System (SAPS), Ministry of Education Malaysia

In this study, researchers conducted 13 teaching and learning sessions for each treatment and control group. Both groups were taught the same topics that are related to the Year 5 science syllabus but using different methods. The control group was taught using traditional methods while the treatment group was taught using a fun learning method. Pre-test and post-test were used to evaluate students' understanding of the subject.

Data Analysis
The data obtained in this study have been analyzed using the t-test sample inferential statistics. In this study, the null hypothesis has been tested at a significant level of 0.05. According to Chua (2012), paired sample t-test is used when each individual in the sample is measured twice and both normalized scatter measurement data are used to compare. This means that each individual from the experimental group and the control group has two scores for two different levels in the free variables (pre and post).
According to Wiersma (1991), the results of the study will only be rendered after analysis. Field notes that have been collected will be compiled and synthesized. Data that is then summarized will be manipulated, and basically reduced so that it will provide the information needed for the explanation and test hypothesis. Quasi-experimental study analysis is not as easy as analysis in the experimental studies. Advanced statistical procedures should be used to account for random deficiencies in comparison groups (Kato, 2013). The determination of an appropriate unit of analysis relates directly to the research hypotheses and questions, samples, and sample assignments for the study conditions (Cohen J., 1988). Researchers need to be clear in linking the selected analysis unit for major statistical analysis. For the purpose of this study, researcher uses both types of statistics, descriptive and inferences. Analysis was conducted using the Statistical Program for Social Science (SPSS) version 20.0. To facilitate data analysis, researcher has set up the following frameworks:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Method used</th>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Data analysis techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Examine the effectiveness of edutainment learning on student's higher order thinking skills.</td>
<td>Pre and post test</td>
<td>Pre and post test scores</td>
<td>t-test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion
Achievement Testing of Higher Order Thinking Skills Questions through Post Test for Treatment Groups and Control Groups

The effect of using edutainment based learning can be seen through high subtotal thinking skills analysis using pre and post-test. Based on the findings of the independent sample t-test for the application of higher order thinking skills (Tables 1.3 and 1.4), there was a significant difference between the treatment group’s post-test scores (min = 5.76, SD = 2.990) and the control group’s post-test scores (min = 8.73, SD = 3.511); t (64) = -3.699, (p <.05). This means that null hypothesis \( H_a \) that there is no significant difference to the higher order thinking skill is applied.

Based on the results of the independent t-test samples for higher order thinking skills (Table 1.3 and 1.4), there was a significant difference between the treatment group’s post-test scores (min = 17.82, SD = 5.059) and control group’s post-test scores (min = 2.10, SD = 3.005); t (64) = 15.148, (p <.05). This means that null hypothesis \( H_{b2} \) that there is no significant difference to the higher order thinking skill of the analyzing is denied.
In addition, the results of the independent t-test samples for higher order thinking skills assessed (Table 1.3 and 1.4), there was a significant difference in the post-test scores of control and treatment groups (min = 4.58, SD = 1.582) min = 2.30, SD = 2.038); t (64) = 5.060, (p <.05). This means that null hypothesis Hc2 that there is no significant difference to higher order thinking skills is rejected.

In addition, the results of the independent t-test sample for higher order thinking skills synthesized (Table 1.3 and 1.4), there was a significant difference between post-test treatment group’s score (min = 5.67, SD = .692) and control group’s score(min = 3.88, SD = 1.6353); t (64) = 5.785, (p <.05). This means that null hypothesis is not significance there is no significant difference to synthesized higher order thinking skills.

**Table 1.3**

*Statistical Data on Higher Order Thinking Skills Substances through Post-Test*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Mean of Treatment group</th>
<th>Mean of control group</th>
<th>Standard deviation of treatment group</th>
<th>Standard deviation of control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>2.990</td>
<td>3.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>17.82</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>5.059</td>
<td>3.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.582</td>
<td>2.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesize</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>.692</td>
<td>1.6353</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.4**

*Independent t-test Against Sub-Proficiency Higher Order Thinking Skills through Post-Test*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Sig Two Tails</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>.857</td>
<td>.358</td>
<td>-3.699</td>
<td>62.414</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>-2.970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>9.607</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>15.148</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>15.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>4.920</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>5.060</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>2.273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesize</td>
<td>6.498</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>5.785</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1.788</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussions and Conclusions**

The results of the analysis have shown that there was a significant discrepancy between the treatment group and the control group. The increase in students’ achievement in the treatment group showed that teaching and learning based on the comfort of students is appropriate.

Students from both groups of studies have been given pre and post-test questions comprising of equivalent questions i.e. different questions but of equivalent level. The findings have shown that both groups succeeded in improving their achievement, but what was more interesting is the higher achievement in the treatment group students. Obvious here, edutainment based learning in students has had a positive impact on student’s achievement as compared to traditional methods of learning. This is because the activities contained in the module are fun for the students. They can play while learning and actively participate in group
activities. The results of this study have succeeded in supporting the statements of Bodrova and Leong (2001, 2003), Bruce (2001), Owocki (1991), and Sawyers and Rogers (1998) which previously explained that students' cognitive development can be expanded through fun learning.

The findings of this study reinforced with the combination of Cognitive Theory and Amabile Intrinsic Motivation Theory have shown that learning technique based on the edutainment learning has the potential to reduce the cognitive burden of students which has been an issue with the decline in the number of students achieving excellence in science subjects especially at UPSR level.

The findings of this study also added to an understanding of the concept of involvement when the combination of Cognitive Theory and Amabile Intrinsic Motivation Theory can be proven to affect the long-term memory in the students. This means that each student is bound to perform every activity that affects long-term memory which can further enhance their knowledge. The empirical findings of this study can be used as an indicator of the need for this module-based learning technique to be developed into one of the teaching aids for teachers and students during the teaching and learning process.

The findings have also shown the potential of edutainment learning which can be linked to ideas that can be used to help each student develop knowledge, skills and learning features for life and work. By using Syoknya Belajar Sains module, four elements can be generated in the students into making them to be successful students, confident individuals, responsible citizens as well as contributing to the well-being of the nation.

Successful students are students who are able to practice literacy, communication and numeracy skills; think creatively, critically and freely; study freely or collectively; make good assessments and able to apply various types of learning in new situations.

Individuals who are confident can also connect with others and manage themselves; develop and convey their own ideas and opinions; assessing risks and making informed decisions; and achieve success in many different areas of activity.

Responsible individuals can develop knowledge and understanding of the world and of Malaysia; understanding of different ideas; of choice feedback and results; of information development; and of ethical views on current issues.

This study is generally an experimental study on the use of a edutainment based learning approach. Based on the findings of the study, this approach is particularly suitable for constructivist teachers who have had much experience constructing a constructive classroom.

Thus the findings of this study contributed to a meaningful knowledge and information to address the problems inherent in the education system in primary school science subject in
Malaysia today. The results of this study can also be used as a source of information to improve the effectiveness of the education curriculum and teaching and learning process of primary school science teachers. Related parties may use the information obtained to improve the country's education system to produce quality students with first-class thinking as envisioned within the 10-year Plan of Malaysia and achieve developed nation status in line with Vision 2020. Additionally, some suggestions have been submitted for future studies to complement the data obtained and to contribute to human development, especially in terms of quality, balance and the first ones involved in science education in Malaysia.

The development of a balanced and successful student must begin with a quality and effective education system. The ability to attain Philosophy of National Education (1996) relies on the capability of teachers to implement and provide an excellent, knowledgeable, skillful, educated and motivational education process. Teachers are the key to the success of learning process based on comfort in order to improve self higher order thinking skills in students. When exercising higher order thinking skills in teaching, teachers must own knowledge and skills to diversify teaching methods and approaches in order to effectively implement and applying these skills to their students. Therefore, teachers need to have enough trainings and knowledge to enable them to exercise effective teaching. Students should be given guidance on higher order thinking skills that can be appreciated, held and practiced throughout their lives, especially in decision-making. Additionally, students have the advantage and opportunity to enhance their interpersonal and intrapersonal communication skills, as well as how they can effectively communicate their own opinions and considerations. This is an important feature when competing in a challenging life of the modern world.
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